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Sapienza University graduate student completes PM
Research Internship
Faith Onwunalu in Rome completes PM World Library research
internship program
10 May 2018 – Rome, Italy and Dallas, TX, USA – PM World has announced that
Faith Onwunalu, a graduate student at Sapienza University in Rome has completed
a PM World Library project management research internship. Ms. Onwunalu
completed the 20-week program in late April 2018.
Faith Onwunalu is currently pursuing her Master’s degree in
Computer Science at the Sapienza University (State University of
Italy) in ROME, LAZIO, ITALY. She holds a Higher National Diploma
in Computer Science from Delta State Polytechnic, Ozoro, Nigeria.
During four years of professional experience, Faith held titles such
as Computer Instructor, Maths/Computer Science Teacher. Her
major field of study is Computer Science. Her research interests
include Information Systems, Project Management, Networks and
Security.
According to PM World Library Director David Pells, “Faith started her internship last
June, took some time off to visit Nigeria, then came back and finished her internship
this year with some tremendous resources. She was very active in March and April,
providing new resources related to basic PM, cybersecurity and other topics.”
According to Ms. Onwunalu, “Thank you for this opportunity to learn more about
project management; it really complemented my university studies. It was also
interesting to read the PM World Journal and to see so many authors from Nigeria
represented in both your journal and library. Perhaps I can meet some of them after
my study in Rome.”
Pells added, “Faith became more enthusiastic as her internship progressed. Her
latest research results were highly useful, especially those related to cybersecurity
for project managers. This is an important topic for every project, project manager
and organization today. We definitely appreciated her good work.”
PM World offers virtual project management research internships to university
students worldwide who are studying at recognized universities. Internships offer
students an opportunity to research specific program/project management topics,
network with other interns, gain visibility and enhance their CVs. Interns also receive
five years of free PMWL membership. To see participating university interns, go to
http://pmworldlibrary.net/university-interns/
See Faith Onwunalu’s research results at http://pmworldlibrary.net/faith-onwunalu/
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To learn more about the PM World research internship, go to
http://pmworldlibrary.net/students/ and scroll down to “internships” or contact
info@pmworldlibrary.net
The PM World Library (PMWL) is a global resource for continuous learning in
programme and project management. The PMWL is administered by PM World,
which also produces the monthly PM World Journal (PMWJ), a global resource for
sharing knowledge related to portfolio, program and project management (P/PM). To
see the latest edition of the PMWJ, go to www.pmworldjournal.net. To learn more,
visit www.pmworldlibrary.net.
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